We report on spectroscopic studies of hot and ultracold RbSr molecules, and combine the results in an analysis that allows us to fit a potential energy curve (PEC) for the X(1) 2 Σ + ground state bridging the short-to-long-range domains. The ultracold RbSr molecules are created in a µK sample of Rb and Sr atoms and probed by two-colour photoassociation spectroscopy. The data yield the long-range dispersion coefficients C6 and C8, along with the total number of supported bound levels. The hot RbSr molecules are created in a 1000 K gas mixture of Rb and Sr in a heat-pipe oven and probed by thermoluminescence and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. We compare the hot molecule data with spectra we simulated using previously published PECs determined by three different ab-initio theoretical methods. We identify several band heads corresponding to radiative decay from the B(2) 2 Σ + state to the deepest bound levels of X(1) 2 Σ + . We determine a mass-scaled high-precision model for X (1) 2 Σ + by fitting all data using a single fit procedure. The corresponding PEC is consistent with all data, thus spanning short-to-long internuclear distances and bridging an energy gap of about 75% of the potential well depth, still uncharted by any experiment. We benchmark previous ab-initio PECs against our results, and give the PEC fit parameters for both X(1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states. As first outcomes of our analysis, we calculate the s-wave scattering properties for all stable isotopic combinations and corroborate the locations of FanoFeshbach resonances between alkali Rb and closed-shell Sr atoms recently observed [Barbé et al., Nat. Phys., 2018, DOI:10.1038/s41567-018-0169-x]. These results and more generally our strategy should greatly contribute to the generation of ultracold alkali -alkaline-earth dimers, whose applications range from quantum simulation to state-controlled quantum chemistry.
We report on spectroscopic studies of hot and ultracold RbSr molecules, and combine the results in an analysis that allows us to fit a potential energy curve (PEC) for the X (1) 2 Σ + ground state bridging the short-to-long-range domains. The ultracold RbSr molecules are created in a µK sample of Rb and Sr atoms and probed by two-colour photoassociation spectroscopy. The data yield the long-range dispersion coefficients C6 and C8, along with the total number of supported bound levels. The hot RbSr molecules are created in a 1000 K gas mixture of Rb and Sr in a heat-pipe oven and probed by thermoluminescence and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. We compare the hot molecule data with spectra we simulated using previously published PECs determined by three different ab-initio theoretical methods. We identify several band heads corresponding to radiative decay from the B (2) 2 Σ + state to the deepest bound levels of X(1) 2 Σ + . We determine a mass-scaled high-precision model for X (1) 2 Σ + by fitting all data using a single fit procedure. The corresponding PEC is consistent with all data, thus spanning short-to-long internuclear distances and bridging an energy gap of about 75% of the potential well depth, still uncharted by any experiment. We benchmark previous ab-initio PECs against our results, and give the PEC fit parameters for both X(1)
2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states. As first outcomes of our analysis, we calculate the s-wave scattering properties for all stable isotopic combinations and corroborate the locations of FanoFeshbach resonances between alkali Rb and closed-shell Sr atoms recently observed [Barbé et al., Nat. Phys., 2018, DOI:10.1038/s41567-018-0169-x]. These results and more generally our strategy should greatly contribute to the generation of ultracold alkali -alkaline-earth dimers, whose applications range from quantum simulation to state-controlled quantum chemistry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Production of ultracold molecules composed of one alkali and one alkaline-earth(-like) atom is being pursued with increasing effort over the last years, boosted by the achievement of quantum degeneracy for gases of alkalineearth atoms and atoms with similar electronic structure [1] [2] [3] . These heteronuclear open-shell molecules possess a 2 Σ electronic ground state. In the rovibronic ground state, they exhibit a non-zero electronic spin angular momentum and a strong permanent electric dipole moment. These properties make them suitable for quantum simulations of magnetism and topological quantum phases mediated by the induced electric dipole-dipole interaction [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Molecules with 2 Σ ground state could also be used as sensitive magnetic field sensors [9] , quantum computing platforms [10] , and probes of parity-violations and variation of the proton-to-electron mass ratio [11] [12] [13] . If one can produce a quantum degenerate gas of molecules, where all degrees of freedom are under control, one can study quantum chemical reactions and their dynamics at the most fundamental level, with full control over the reactants, in dependence of electromagnetic fields, and detecting reaction products [7, 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] . In order to create molecules at ultracold temperatures and to understand quantum chemistry processes, an accurate molecular model is needed. Recently ab-initio calculations for alkali -alkaline-earth(-like) molecules have provided potential energy curves (PECs), permanent electric dipole moments and transition dipole moments, and a few attempts at benchmarking theories with experiments have been recorded [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The precision of ab-initio calculations is typically not enough to reliably predict the properties that need to be known to form ultracold molecules, such as molecular binding energies. Theory must therefore be complemented by spectroscopy Different spectral ranges can be explored with the help of various types of spectroscopy, three of which being relevant for the present work. Photoassociation (PA) spectroscopy of ultracold atoms provides data with precision and accuracy reaching down to the kHz level [25] [26] [27] . PA spectroscopy favours the production of weaklybound molecules, since their wavefunction has the best overlap with the large wavefunction describing colliding atoms. Knowledge of these weakly-bound levels is sufficient to determine the long-range behaviour of the PECs [28, 29] . Thermoluminescence and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy in high-temperature ovens provide spectra with many optical lines at a fraction of cm −1 precision [18, 30, 31] . Thermoluminescence and LIF spectra are usually dominated by the radiative decay towards the most bound levels of the ground-state potential and therefore allow to determine the behaviour of the PECs in a range of internuclear distances centred around the potential equilibrium distance.
In this paper we present two independent experimental investigations of alkali -alkaline-earth RbSr molecules, two-colour PA spectroscopy of ultracold Rb -Sr mixtures, and thermoluminescence/LIF spectroscopy of hot molecules, both carried out for the first time on this system. By combining the results from both experiments in a joint analysis and exploiting three previously reported state-of-the-art ab-initio calculations [32, 33] , we can provide a PEC for RbSr ground-state molecules representing accurately all our experimental data and smoothly bridging the gap between the two spectral ranges investigated. We also determine the molecular constants of the X(1)
2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states, and dispersion coefficients of the X(1) 2 Σ + state. We use these fitted PECs to benchmark the ab-initio calculations, which come from three independent theoretical methods. Thanks to this analysis, we can infer the molecular spectra with sufficient accuracy to guide future experiments (e.g. STIRAP path towards rovibronic ground state [34] [35] [36] ), as well as atomic properties such as scattering cross sections and magnetic Fano-Feshbach resonances.
This manuscript is structured as follows. In section II, we summarize the experimental and theoretical information currently available on molecular RbSr and we introduce the molecular potentials that we investigate. In section III, we present two-colour PA spectroscopy of three RbSr isotopologues performed on µK atomic mixtures. We use the PA spectroscopy results to fit a model from which we extract the long-range dispersion coefficients C 6 and C 8 along with the zero-energy semi-classical action. Based on this spectroscopy type alone, we calculate the s-wave scattering properties of all isotopic combinations of Rb and Sr, and explain the location of magnetic FanoFeshbach resonances observed in previous work by some of the authors [37] . The Fano-Feshbach resonances are then included in the fit to provide a single comprehensive model. We corroborate this analysis by comparison with independent cross-thermalization experiments. In section IV, we present the thermoluminescence spectroscopy and LIF spectroscopy in a 1000 K heat-pipe oven. We detail the production of the molecular gas sample and its interrogation. We compare the recorded spectrum with three simulated spectra recreated starting from three abinitio theory calculations. From this comparison we identify 24 band heads in the data and give the fitted Dunham coefficients, which describe the lowest vibrational energy levels of the ground and first excited 2 Σ + states. In section V, we use the results from both types of spectroscopy to refine the three ab-initio ground-state potentials via a direct potential fit of an analytic function. We discuss the final results and how they compare with theory. In section VI, we conclude and give an outlook.
II. RbSr STATE OF THE ART
We first introduce the molecular structure of RbSr and the results of previous studies. RbSr has recently been the subject of theoretical works [32, 33, 35, 38, 39] , two of which [32, 33] cover the spectral region that we are investigating and provide state-of-the-art PECs based on abinitio calculations. In ref. 32 , Żuchowski et al. compare two different methods. The first is a full-configurationinteraction (FCI) treatment of RbSr, represented as a molecule with 3 valence electrons subject to an effective core potential (ECP) complemented with a core polarization potential (CPP), which is referred to as FCI-ECP+CPP. The second is a spin-restricted coupledcluster (RCC) method, applied to a 19 electron problem subject to a fully-relativistic small-core ECP with single, double and triple excitations, referred to as RCCSD(T). In ref. 33 , Pototschnig et al. provide PECs obtained via multiconfigurational self-consistent field calculations, involving ECP and CPP, followed by second order multireference configuration interaction, which we label MRCI in the following. For all three methods, PECs of the nonrotating molecule are calculated without or with inclusion of the fine-structure Hamiltonian, resulting in Hund case (a,b) 1 or (c) representation, respectively. Experimental investigation of RbSr has been restricted so far to Helium-nanodroplet-assisted spectroscopy [40, 41] . In these experiments a supersonic jet of He droplets is sequentially injected into pickup cells containing Rb or Sr, which can get caught on the droplet surface and reactively collide forming a RbSr molecule. In contact with superfluid He, RbSr further relaxes to its vibronic ground state, which greatly simplifies spectroscopic studies. Extensive spectroscopy data were collected via resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization, elucidating the electronic structure of RbSr in the spectral region 11600 − 23000 cm −1 , where the precision was limited by line-broadening due to the coupling of RbSr to the He droplet. Remarkably, RbSr desorbed from the droplet upon laser excitation, allowing to record fluorescence of free RbSr molecules and to extract the harmonic constant of the ground state. The experimental value was consistent with theoretical predictions, however the measurement precision was not sufficient to discriminate between the three aforementioned high-precision theoretical PECs.
The electronic states relevant to the present work are those dissociating into the two lowest atomic asymptotes Rb(5s 2 S) + Sr(5s 2 1 S) and Rb(5p 2 P ) + Sr(5s 2 1 S), see Fig. 1 . Our thermoluminescence spectra are dominated by transitions between levels belonging to the X(1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states. Two-colour PA spectroscopy explores the X(1)
2 Σ + ground-state potential, by using intermediate molecular levels supported by potentials dissociating into the Rb(5s 2 S) + Sr(5s5p 3 P ) asymptote, see Fig. 1 . From our combined measurements we therefore derive quantitative information about the X(1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states. Since for both states the projection Λ of the electronic angular momentum on the internuclear axis is zero, spin-orbit coupling vanishes and Hund case (b) is the appropriate representation for the rotating molecule [42] . The corresponding basis vectors are |Λ, N, S, J , where N is the momentum given by the coupling between the corresponding angular momentum vector of Λ and the nuclear orbital momentum, S is the electron spin and J is the total electronic angular momentum. Moreover, both the atomic and molecular levels are described by the total angular momentum of the Rb atom [37] , labelled F for the molecule and f Rb for the atom.
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III. PA SPECTROSCOPY OF WEAKLY-BOUND LEVELS
In this section, we study the bound levels supported by the X(1) 2 Σ + RbSr ground-state potential close to the dissociation threshold using µK atomic clouds. We first describe the two-colour photoassociation spectroscopy we use to observe and characterize weakly-bound RbSr molecular levels. We then present the characteristics of the atomic mixture samples studied here. We give the spectroscopy results and discuss their uncertainties. We detail our data analysis and discuss the physical quantities that can readily be extracted from this type of data, such as the zero-energy semi-classical action and the van der Waals dispersion coefficients, which determine the spectrum of weakly-bound levels and the atomic scattering properties. We use our findings to confirm the identification and position of recently observed Fano-Feshbach resonances [37] , and include these data into our analysis. Finally, we corroborate the overall analysis by comparing the s-wave scattering lengths inferred by our model with the results of cross-thermalization measurements.
A. Overview of two-colour photoassociation spectroscopy
We carry out two-colour PA spectroscopy to observe weakly-bound X(1) 2 Σ + levels and measure their energies referenced to the energy of the atomic scattering state Rb( 2 S 1/2 , f Rb = 1)+Sr( 1 S 0 ). Two-colour PA spectroscopy exploits the presence of an optically-excited molecular level e, which is coupled to an atom-pair state a by the free-bound laser L FB with frequency f FB . When this laser is resonant with the a to e transition, pairs of colliding atoms a are transferred to e, from where they spontaneously decay to low-lying molecular levels, resulting in atom loss 1 . If an additional bound-bound laser L BB with frequency f BB is tuned on resonance with a molecular transition between e and a weakly-bound molecular level m of the X(1) 2 Σ + ground state, a significant light shift pushes e out of resonance with L FB . The loss induced by L FB is then suppressed, resulting in an atom number peak when varying the frequency of L BB , see the example in Fig. 2 . The energy E of the molecular level m referenced to the energy of the atom pair a is directly given at this peak by E = h × (f BB − f FB ), where h is the Planck constant. In the limit of low temperature and small external fields, the molecular binding energy E b is equal to E for levels with F = 1, and E b = E + E hf for levels with F = 2, where E hf is the Rb hyperfine splitting. levels, as function of the frequency difference between LBB and LFB, recorded during a scan of the LBB frequency, while LFB is on resonance with an a to e transition. This signal corresponds to the {ν = 66, N = 0, F = 1} level of the 87 Rb-88 Sr ground-state potential, see Table II .
In order to detect weakly-bound levels up to the least bound ones, we exploit similarly weakly-bound levels supported by the electronically excited potentials correlating to the Rb(5s 2 S 1/2 ) + Sr(5s5p 3 P 1 ) asymptote [32, 44] , see Fig. 1 . These levels provide sufficient Franck-Condon factors between e and m, while the narrow linewidth of the nearby Sr intercombination transition results only in small losses and heating by off-resonant scattering of photons on Sr atoms.
B. Sample conditions and spectroscopy setup
We prepare the desired ultracold mixtures of Rb -Sr isotopes as in our previous works [37, 45, 46] . We keep the mixture in a crossed-beam dipole trap formed by one 1064-nm horizontal elliptical beam with a vertical waist of 19(1) µm and a horizontal waist of 313 (16) • angle from the axis of the horizontal dipole trap and has a waist of either 60(1) µm or 110(10) µm, depending on the transition strength and the available laser power. L FB and L BB are derived from the same master oscillator, either via injection-lock or beat-lock, which ensures good coherence between them (typically below 100 Hz for injection-locked and ∼ 30 kHz for beat-locked lasers). We apply a homogeneous magnetic field in the range of 0 to 20 G. We vary the polarization and frequency of L FB,BB as required to optimally detect a specific molecular level. We adjust the pulse time and power of L FB in order to induce 70 to 90 % loss of Sr atoms. The L BB intensity is chosen such as to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio for the two-colour PA signal, while not being limited by off-resonant scattering of photons on Sr atoms.
C. Experimental results
We have observed a total of 10 molecular levels via two-colour PA spectroscopy, of which we report the energies E in Table I . We also report the one-colour PA lines used, the type of transition induced, the angular momentum projections involved and the bound-bound Rabi frequency, if characterized. Levels with negative values of E are necessarily levels with F = 2. The typical error of E b is significantly larger than the uncertainty of h × (f BB − f FB ), and is the result of several sources of uncertainty.
The first significant error contribution comes from the differential Zeeman shift between the atom-pair level a 1 The error bars on the trap frequencies are dominated by the uncertainty on the waists previously stated. 2 The sample used to detect the 87 Rb 88 Sr level at a binding energy of h × 459 MHz has a temperature of 1.5(1) µK, average densities 6.4(2.2) × 10 12 cm −3 for Sr and 8.4(3.0) × 10 11 cm −3 for Rb, and trapping frequencies {ωx, ωy, ωz} = 2π × {57(7), 8(1), 930(100)} Hz for Sr and 2π × {97(10), 14(2), 1600(200)} Hz for Rb. (15) 260.54(5) π 0, 0, 0 0.59 (13) and the molecular level m. In order to minimize this contribution, we exploit the fact that, in the case of equal spin quantum numbers F = f Rb and m F = m The second error contribution is the light shift on the two-colour transition arising from the spectroscopy lasers themselves. We have characterized it for some of the points and estimated it for the others as explained in our previous work [47] . This amounts to shifts up to 100 kHz for the typical laser powers used here.
The third error contribution is the light shift on the two-colour transition arising from the dipole trap. Similarly to the previous error contribution, it is characterized for some of the points, and estimated for the others. Given the trap used here, only the differential polarizability between atoms and molecules affecting the centre-ofmass Hamiltonian is relevant. For Sr 2 we have shown that the relative variation of the polarizability is smaller than 1 % [47] . Here we use the conservative value of 5 % to estimate the errors if not characterized.
The last error contribution comes from thermal shifts and is typically negligible, as a temperature around 1 µK corresponds to an energy of about h × 20 kHz. The first step in a quantitative analysis of the weaklybound spectrum probed by two-colour photoassociation is a line attribution, by which we mean the assignment of quantum numbers to both atomic and molecular levels used in the measurements of E. In particular, the angular momenta F and N of molecular levels are not known, and their proper assignment is crucial to the success of any model-fitting attempt. The angular momenta of atomic levels are partially known: we measure the Rb atomic spin angular momentum f Rb = 1 and its projection m f , and for 87 Sr we measure the nuclear momentum projection m Sr i . However, despite the low temperature of the sample, the atom-pair orbital momentum is not known, but will be zero for the majority of cases. The possible molecular angular momenta can be restricted by considering the atomic angular momenta and the changes of angular momentum allowed by two-colour PA. All possible assignments of quantum numbers must then be tested by the fit in order to find the best one.
Attributing quantum numbers to molecular levels is not trivial, especially in cases of sparse spectral data like the present one. In the spectral region considered here, i.e. for E b << D e with D e the molecular potential depth, only universal, model-independent properties are invoked in order to attribute quantum numbers. These properties are:
1. the asymptotic behaviour of the interaction poten-
where R L is the LeRoy radius;
2. the presence of a strong repulsive wall at the in-
where R 1 and R 2 are the inner and outer classical turning points for vibrational motion; 3. mass-scalability under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, due to the presence of a single electronic state.
Property 1 implies that the semi-classical phase accumulation of the zero-energy scattering wavefunction Φ 0 W KB = Φ W KB (E b = 0) is well defined. Moreover, because of both property 2 and the condition E b << D e , Φ W KB is to a large extent model-independent [48] . Property 3 implies that a single-channel Hamiltonian, containing V g (r), explains all spectral data for different isotopologues via simple mass-scaling. Based on these considerations, a single well-defined value Φ 0 W KB referenced to an isotopologue of choice is sufficient to describe our system. In this work we choose the isotopologue with highest abundance 85 Rb 88 Sr as our reference. As a consequence of these properties, we expect that two physical quantities Φ 0 W KB and C 6 can be extracted from our data by fitting our complete dataset and assigning the quantum numbers consistently. We employ a simple semi-classical approach to find the correct attribution of quantum numbers F and N [49] .
We use this fitting strategy on the two-colour photoassociation spectroscopy data presented in Table II (labelled as "PA" in the "Method" column). Only a single attribution of quantum numbers delivers a satisfactory fit, which we report in Table II in columns F and N . This simple fitting strategy is thus sufficient to provide an unambiguous attribution for these two quantum numbers, while the attribution of ν still presents some uncertainty. As expected, the vast majority of observed molecular levels are either N = 0 or N = 2. Even so, let us note the presence of two N = 3 levels for 87 Rb 88 Sr, which might seem inconsistent with our ultracold sample temperature. However, due to the presence of a virtual near-threshold level in this isotopologue, the amplitude of the p-wave scattering wavefunction at the one-colour PA Condon point is less than a factor of 3 smaller than that of typical s-wave scattering states. The fit also provides a first estimation for Φ 0 W KB and C 6 . We extract the zero-energy semi-classical action Φ 
Extraction of physical quantities.
Based on the unambiguous quantum number attribution of F and N explained in the previous section, we check the consistency of our data with the universal longrange dispersion and extract the relevant physical quantities from a fit of a second model. We assess consistency with our data using the reduced chi-square as figure of merit:
where DOF is the number of degrees of freedom in the fit 1 , i runs over the experimentally observed levels, E 1. Since probability levels can only be associated to confidence intervals if the experimental error distribution is known, we only state confidence intervals based on a given absolute variation of χ 2 , without quantitative knowledge of the associated probability level.
We fit a single-channel Hamiltonian model to our experimental data [49] in order to retrieve the relevant physical information, i.e. the zero-energy semi-classical action and dispersion coefficients. This means we require consistency between BEs measured via two-colour PA spectroscopy and the bound spectrum supported by the Hamiltonian
1 The DOF are defined as the number of experimental data points minus the number of fit parameters. Table II . List of observed molecular levels, with the experimentally determined binding energies E b and corresponding errors approximated by the theoretically estimated shift from the variation of the hyperfine splitting δE hf . The values E th b represent the binding energies given by the best fit in Sec. III D 3. The quantum numbers {ν, N, F } identifying each level are also shown. The vibrational quantum number ν is counted starting from the lowest level, which has ν = 0. The "Method" column specifies whether the levels are determined by two-colour photoassociation (PA) or Fano-Feshbach (FFR) spectroscopy, or both where T is the kinetic energy operator, µ is the reduced mass, V rot is the rotational energy operator and V int is the interaction operator corresponding for the ground state to V g , which obeys the properties enumerated in Sec. III D 1. For simplicity, we here use the generalized Lennard-Jones model for V g :
which contains the leading order dispersion coefficients C 6 , C 8 , ..., C 2(2+N vdW ) . The maximum order N vdW used in the long-range asymptotic expansion is chosen as the lowest number that is able to provide a good fit of our data by the weakly-bound spectrum supported by V LJ . The parameter σ is used to tune the short-range phase accumulation. Due to the presence of a single electronic ground state in RbSr, the simple single-channel model (2) with the potential of eqn (3) is sufficient to provide a unique attribution of the quantum numbers F , N and ν for our experimental data. However, it is in general not sufficient to fit high-resolution spectra to experimental accuracy. This is mostly due to the fact that the two 2 Σ + PECs of F = 1 and F = 2 character are not exactly parallel [50] . At large internuclear separation r the splitting E hf (r) between these PECs is the Rb atom hyperfine splitting, whereas it is reduced by about 10 % at the bottom of the PECs. This effect is due to the reduction of the electronic density at the Rb nucleus because of the bonding with Sr. Although extremely small, it is responsible for the strongest Fano-Feshbach resonances recently observed in RbSr [37] . In the present work, our precision and accuracy are enough to reveal hints for this effect, appearing as significant differences in the BEs of levels with the same ν and N quantum numbers but different F , see the pairs of BEs of 87 Rb 88 Sr {ν = 66, N = 2} and {ν = 65, N = 3} in Table II . However, our data are not sufficient to extract this shift reliably and include it in our model 1 . We therefore keep a single-channel model and take this effect into account as a systematic error contribution to ∆E b,i . This contribution is estimated using the aforementioned differences in BEs and knowing that the change in hyperfine splitting scales as δE hf ∝ E 2/3 b close to the dissociation threshold [51] . These estimated shifts δE hf,i , which dominate the errors ∆E b,i , are of the same order of magnitude as the shift predictions from abinitio results [50] , and are listed in Table II . When BEs of both hyperfine states are measured, the mean binding energy is used in the fit, see Table II . The quality of this estimation is assessed a posteriori via the χ 2 of the best fit, labelled χ 2 min . We fit the model Hamiltonian (2) to our PA spectroscopy data, using {σ, C 6 , ..., C 2(2+N vdW ) } as indepen-dent fit parameters and we retrieve the zero-energy semi-
For N vdW = 1, 2, 3 we obtain for the best fits χ 2 min = 41, 0.24, 0.32, respectively. This shows that the inclusion of C 6 and C 8 terms is necessary and sufficient to model our data. We obtain the best fit parameters σ = 5.012941656601387 Å, C 6 = 1. (12) 1 . The errors stated in brackets correspond to, somewhat arbitrarily, the joint confidence region with ∆ χ 2 = χ 2 − χ 2 min = 1. In Fig. 4 we show the configurations sampled by the fitting procedure that provide the evaluation of the confidence regions. The dispersion coefficients are consistent with theoretical predictions [50, [52] [53] [54] . Figure 4 . Confidence intervals. The plot shows χ 2 for configurations sampled close to the best fit configuration in the fit-parameter space, with its projections on the 2D coordinate planes. The total confidence regions corresponding to ∆ χ 2 < 1, used for error estimates, are indicated as green balls in the centre.
Atomic scattering properties at a given collisional energy and in the absence of external magnetic fields can be directly derived from the fitted PEC [49] . Scattering wavefunctions are obtained by integration of the nuclear Schrödinger equation for the appropriate angular momentum N , i.e. H(N )ψ N (r) = E coll ψ N (r), where H(N ) is the fitted Hamiltonian (2) with explicit Ndependence and E coll = 2 k 2 /2µ is the collisional energy with wavevector k. Of particular interest for the cold atoms community are the scattering properties in the limit E coll → 0, which are dominated by s-wave scattering, i.e. N = 0. In this limit the scattering phase shift δφ → −ka s and the cross-section σ s → 4πa 2 s are determined by a single parameter, the s-wave scattering length a s , which we report in Table III for all stable isotopologues of RbSr 2 . In Fig. 5 we show the s-wave scattering wavefunctions ψ 0 (r) for a collision energy E coll = k B × 1.0 µK, with k B the Boltzmann constant, where the effect of the scattering length on both the asymptotic phase shift and the short-range scattering amplitude is evident. The s-wave scattering lengths derived from the fitted model for 87 Rb 84 Sr and 87 Rb 88 Sr are in good agreement with those extracted from the cross-thermalization measurements presented in Sec. III E, which corroborates the overall analysis carried out to this point. We note that two pairs of isotopes have incidentally almost the same reduced mass, hence almost overlapping wavefunctions.
3. Validation and inclusion of Fano-Feshbach spectroscopy.
The model described in the previous section is also sufficient to infer within a few Gauss the resonant magnetic field of the magnetically-tunable Fano-Feshbach resonances (FFRs) present in RbSr. Let us note that we can only derive FFR locations from the fitted PEC with experimental accuracy thanks to the extreme simplicity of the 2 Σ + ground state of RbSr [37, 49] . The existence and observability of this novel type of FFRs was theoretically predicted a few years ago [50] and recently experimentally observed by some of the authors [37] .
The best fit V LJ in the previous section (see eqn (3)) predicts the location of FFRs for fermionic 87 Rb 87 Sr within 10 G and has been used to infer with the same accuracy the location of one 87 Rb 88 Sr FFR arising from the level {ν = 64, N = 0, F = 2}, subsequently observed in an ultracold Rb-Sr mixture [37] . The BEs and corresponding quantum numbers of the bound levels inducing the observed FFRs derived with our model are reported in Table II , and marked with "FFR" in the "Method" column. As a complementary check, we apply the fitting procedure to the data set including both PA and FFRs, which results in the same unique solution. As in the case of two-colour PA spectroscopy data alone, inclusion of C 6 and C 8 is necessary and sufficient to model the complete data set. The best fit parameters are σ = 5.02477864619132 Å, C 6 = 1. (13) . There is a significant increase in our figure of merit compared to Sec. III D 2, which we attribute primarily to the inclusion of deeper F = 2 levels with rather large δE hf , and secondarily to the change in DOF. The inferred s-wave scattering lengths are consistent with those presented in Table 5 .
The ability to predict FFRs with high accuracy is extremely valuable for mixtures with one open-shell and one closed-shell atom, due to the low density of resonances in these systems, in particular in the case of zero nuclear magnetic moment for the closed-shell atom, as in bosonic RbSr isotopologues [50, 51, 56] . As an example of the outcomes of our model, Fig. 6 shows the energy of the atomic scattering levels and molecular levels of 87 Rb 84 Sr in dependence of magnetic field, and the locations of the predicted FFRs. Due to favourable scattering properties, this isotopic combination is a very good candidate for magneto-association [46] .
E. An independent check of quantum number assignment: inter-species thermalization
An improper quantum number attribution strongly affects the accuracy of the inferred scattering lengths. We therefore experimentally characterize the thermalization of Rb atoms with a Sr cloud to measure the Rb -Sr inter-species s-wave scattering lengths, and thus confirm our quantum number attribution. The values of scattering lengths obtained by thermalization experiments suffer from low precision, however they constitute a useful cross-check, as they rely on simple collisional physics and are independent from our PA and Fano-Feshbach spectroscopy experiments. We present thermalization experiments done with 87 Rb-84 Sr and 87 Rb-88 Sr. Trapped ultracold mixtures of 87 Rb-87 Sr show significantly stronger 3-body losses, which limit the reliability of the data analysis for this particular mixture.
Experimental setup and sample conditions.
The starting point of the thermalization measurement is an ultracold mixture composed of 87 Rb and either 84 Sr or 88 Sr, prepared as for spectroscopy experiments, with the addition of evaporative cooling by lowering the dipole trap potential in 6 s, followed by a 1 s recompression of the potential, which is used to tune the atomic density and temperature. After this preparation sequence, the sample has a temperature between 200 and 400 nK and contains 1 − 1. In order to observe inter-species collisions, we selectively excite the cloud of one species and observe the ensuing inter-species thermalization. Since the dipole trap is roughly three times deeper for Rb than for Sr, we excite the Rb cloud by scattering photons on Rb D 2 line for a few µs. After this excitation, the mixture is kept in the trap for a variable hold time t before a 17 ms time-of-flight expansion followed by absorption imaging. From the absorption images, we extract temperatures and atom numbers of both species. The main limitations to the precision of our measurement are shot-to-shot fluctuations in atom number and temperature.
Experimental results.
We measure the evolution of temperature and atom number for each species as functions of time. In Fig. 7 we show an example for each isotopic combination. The temperature of Sr smoothly evolves from the initial temperature T i E = T Sr (t = 0) to the final equilibrium temperature T f E = T Sr (t → ∞). By contrast, the temperature of Rb shows a sharp decrease on a timescale of a few tens of ms from a temperature of a few µK down to 0.5−0.7 µK, after which the new equilibrium temperature T f E = T Rb (t → ∞) = T Sr (t → ∞) is reached smoothly.
Extraction of collision cross sections.
We measure the thermalization time of both 87 Rb -84 Sr and 87 Rb -88 Sr mixtures. In the case of closeto-equilibrium dynamics, the evolution of temperatures T Rb,Sr (t) is described by exponential functions with the same well-defined time constant τ . We analyse the thermalization rate τ −1 using a well-known model [57, 58] , which we detail in Appendix VIII A. This model gives the relation:
where σ Rb -Sr = 4π a 2 Rb -Sr is the collision cross section dependent on the inter-species s-wave scattering length a Rb -Sr . The value 2.4 in the denominator represents the average number of collisions required for thermalization, when thermalization is fast compared to the trap frequencies. Φ is an effective flux that encompasses the kinematic contribution, see Appendix VIII A. We fit our data for various effective fluxes and extract values for τ , shown in Fig. 8 .
The effective flux Φ is determined through the knowledge of the trap potential, atom numbers and initial temperatures. All quantities are either measured or known from calibration, with the exception of the initial temperature T i Rb of the Rb sample right after excitation. Let us note that the excitation we apply experimentally is the injection of energy in the form of both heating and displacement of the cloud. However, by assuming the regime of close-to-equilibrium dynamics, we approximate the excitation to be solely an increase in temperature. The excitation energy of Rb can be derived with good precision from the atom numbers and the temperature evolution of Sr, since the system is isolated after the excitation. The trapping potential can be approximated at these low temperatures by a three dimensional harmonic oscillator potential giving E = 3 k B T energy per particle. The final energy in the system E f must be equal to the initial one E i , and under our assumptions these are
Fitting the data of Fig. 8 with eqn (4) , we obtain the inter-species scattering lengths |a87 Rb -84 Sr | = 103 While for 87 Rb -84 Sr the fit is satisfying, the fit of 87 Rb -88 Sr is worse because of the two points at highest Φ, which we include in the fit. For these two points the thermalization time is comparable with the initial fast time scale of the Rb temperature evolution (see Fig. 7 ), suggesting a strong deviation from the closeto-equilibrium case, as expected from the bigger interspecies scattering length. Nonetheless even in the latter case, a meaningful scattering length can be extracted with a correspondingly (larger) error. Finally, the 87 Rb -87 Sr mixture shows losses that we interpret as 3-body losses, which for similar densities are not observed in the other mixtures investigated. From this observation, we derive that |a87 Rb -87 Sr | |a87 Rb -88 Sr | 200 a 0 . The fitted (central) values of the inter-species scattering lengths are close to the ones inferred from spectroscopy, which is an independent confirmation of our quantum number attribution. However they are 10 % − 20 % higher. This is expected since the initial densities of Rb are underestimated by our model, which assumes thermalization. A Monte-Carlo trajectory simula- tion would most likely improve the accuracy of the scattering lengths extracted from these thermalization measurements.
IV. THERMOLUMINESCENCE AND LIF SPECTROSCOPY OF DEEPLY-BOUND LEVELS
In the second experiment, we study the deeply-bound levels supported by the B (2) 2 Σ + and X(1) 2 Σ + potentials via fluorescence spectroscopy of a 1000 K gas mixture of Rb and Sr. In this section, we first describe the experimental setup we use to record the fluorescence from RbSr molecules in a heat-pipe oven. We then explain how we simulate theoretical spectra using three published sets of potential energy curves produced by independent abinitio methods [32, 33] . By comparing these spectra with our experimental data, we identify a few band heads, from which we extract Dunham coefficients describing the deepest parts of the B(2) 2 Σ + and X(1) 2 Σ + states. With the obtained two sets of Dunham coefficients, we repeat the comparison procedure until we identify 24 band heads and produce final sets of Dunham coefficients. Finally, we estimate the uncertainty of the Dunham coefficients resulting from our analysis by a Monte-Carlo method.
A. Experimental setup
The measurements at high temperatures were performed in two steps. In the first step, we record thermoluminescence spectra using the method and experimental setup described in ref. 18 . We therefore provide here only information specific to this paper. We produce RbSr molecules in a dedicated dual-temperature heatpipe oven. We place 10 g of metallic strontium in the central part of the oven, which is heated to T Sr = 1000 K, and 8 g of metallic rubidium in the outer part, heated to T Rb = 800 K. Both metals have natural isotopic composition. To ensure the stability of the heat-pipe operation, we use a buffer gas of helium at a pressure of 30 Torr. At the applied temperatures the B (2) 2 Σ + electronic state of RbSr is thermally populated, and we record the fluorescence towards the X(1) 2 Σ + electronic ground state using a Bruker Vertex V80 Fourier Transform Spectrometer with a spectral resolution of 0.16 cm −1 limited by its aperture size.
In the second step, we obtain spectra via laser induced fluorescence (LIF). We employ a home-made 100 mW external-cavity diode laser whose wavelength is actively stabilized using a HighFinesse WS7 wavemeter. By tuning the laser frequency to the centre of selected band heads, we excite RbSr molecules to the B(2) 2 Σ + state and record fluorescence to the ground state with the same spectrometer as before. To increase the contrast between the LIF and thermoluminescence signals observed simultaneously, we reduce the temperature of the central part of the heat-pipe to T Sr = 900 K.
B. Simulations of the recorded spectra
In order to interpret the experimental spectra, we first simulate fluorescence spectra using PECs and transition dipole moments computed theoretically, and compare theory and experiment. The simulations start from three sets of PECs, obtained independently with FCI-ECP+CPP [32] , RCCSD(T) [32] , and MRCI [33] methods. We calculate the energies of rovibrational levels of the B (2) 2 Σ + and X(1) 2 Σ + states by solving the radial Schrödinger equation with each of the three sets of PECs. All bound levels in the X (1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states are included in the simulations. The contribution of the A(1) 2 Π state in this spectral region was found to be negligible. In our calculation we omit the fine structure splitting of molecular levels resulting from spin-rotational coupling. Indeed, the energy difference between fine structure components with low rotational quantum numbers N contributing to a band head formation is expected to be smaller than the spectral resolution of the measurement [30] . We assume spectral lines to have a Gaussian profile with FWHM = 0.16 cm −1 , which results from the Fourier Transform Spectrometer working parameters. Intensities of all spectral lines are calculated assuming thermal equilibrium in the central part of the heat-pipe. The simulation procedure has been described in detail by Szczepkowski et al. [18] , including equations necessary to perform the calculations.
The final step of the calculations is to average the simulated spectra of the most abundant isotopologues of RbSr, weighted by their natural abundances (59. . As a result, we obtain three sets of "theoretical spectra" to be compared with the experimental data, shown in Fig. 9 . The analysis of the spectra reveals that the positions of the observed band heads are defined by the 85 Rb 88 Sr isotope alone, and other isotopes influence mainly the bandhead widths (broadened up to 0.08 cm −1 ). Thus we only take into account the 85 Rb 88 Sr isotope in the Dunham coefficients generation procedure described in the next subsection. The influence of other isotopes is included again during the error estimation process. 
C. Results
In order to identify the observed band heads, we compare the thermoluminescence spectra of RbSr with the simulated spectra based on the three theoretical methods [32, 33] . Unfortunately, these simulations provide spectra of considerably different shapes for each theory (see Fig. 9 ) and only few experimental band heads can be identified unambiguously as they appear in all three simulations.
To address this issue we record additional LIF spectra by tuning the excitation laser frequency to the centres of already identified band heads. These new experimental data, shown in Fig. 10 , confirm the validity of the assign-ment in the case of six band heads. Using the energy of experimental band heads and their assignment confirmed both by thermoluminescence and LIF spectroscopy, we fit preliminary Dunham coefficients for both X (1) 2 Σ + and B (2) 2 Σ + electronic states. The values of the ground state rotational constants (labelled Y 01 ≡ B e ) were taken from theory for each set and fixed during the fit. We thus obtain three sets of fitted coefficients, each corresponding to one theoretical method. This procedure is described in detail in ref. 18 . These fitted Dunham coefficients allow for a new prediction of the vibrational level energies in the X (1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states, followed by an assignment of additional band heads in the thermoluminescence spectrum. With the improved assignment a correction of Dunham coefficients becomes possible, and we repeat the whole procedure until the final identification of 24 band heads, whose energies are given in Table IV as a Deslandres table. To prevent mistakes in the assignment, only the 18 strongest band heads, whose energies are written in bold in the table and whose positions are marked in red in Fig. 9 , were taken into account in the final fit of Dunham coefficients. As the outcome of this hot gas mixture spectroscopy, the fitted coefficients describe the energies of the six lowest vibrational levels ν = 0 − 5 in the ground state and the nine lowest vibrational levels ν = 0 − 8 of the B (2) 2 Σ + state. The final values of the Dunham coefficients, given in Table V , will be used in the next steps of our analysis described in the following section. The uncertainties of the Dunham coefficients result mainly from the determination of the positions and widths of the band heads, as many lines corresponding to transitions between different rovibrational levels of the B (2) 2 Σ + and X(1) 2 Σ + states overlap in the spectra, and thus only the top parts of the band heads are observed in our experiment. We use a Monte-Carlo method to find the error associated with this problem. We randomly vary the positions of individual band heads within a range of 0.46 cm −1 . The choice for this range results from the band-head half-widths, assumed arbitrarily to be 0.3 cm −1 , combined with the maximum value of the isotopic shifts. We also vary the widths of individual band heads within 0.16 cm −1 , a value that influences the number of rovibrational lines taken into consideration in each case. We determine a set of Dunham coefficients for each random combination of positions and widths. We repeat the procedure until the average values of all coefficients becomes equal to the fitted values reported in Table V . The final errors are defined for each Dunham coefficient as three times their standard deviation.
V. AB INITIO-BASED PEC FIT
We now combine the results from both types of spectroscopy, at µK and 1000 K temperatures, and perform a joint fit procedure in order to obtain a model representing the complete spectrum of the X(1) 2 Σ + ground state of RbSr. In this section, we first describe the specifics of the problem we will address. We then submit and motivate our choice of representation for the potential energy curves. We next detail all steps of our fitting procedure. Finally, we present the results of our joint analysis and compare them with the predictions of the three ab-initio theoretical methods we selected.
A. Statement of the problem
The goal of our data analysis is to provide a representation of the complete bound spectrum of the electronic ground state. This apparently contradicts the fact that, based on the independent analyses of the weakly-and deeply-bound levels, only 15 % of the vibrational levels, corresponding to less than 25 % of the well depth, were observed. Moreover, two-colour photoassociation spectroscopy has very high accuracy and precision but only a few weakly-bound levels have been probed, while thermoluminescence spectroscopy explored a significantly bigger energy range but lacks rotational resolution and its precision is limited to 0.16 cm −1 . To the knowledge of the authors, such a problem has not been addressed before and requires a novel method of analysis able to exploit all information present in the two data sets at our disposal. An examination of the methods used in the previous sections shows how to overcome this problem. The weakly-bound spectrum was analysed, without the need for ab-initio PECs, via a direct potential fit of an analytic PEC, with the sole requirement of a correct longrange behaviour, see Sec. III D. The deeply-bound spectrum was analysed by a fit of Dunham expansion coefficients to band heads whose rovibrational composition was determined by the simulated spectrum based on abinitio PECs, see Sec. IV B and IV C. Since the fitted Lennard-Jones PEC and the Dunham expansion have no predictive power beyond the corresponding regions of definition, the results of those analyses are valid separately but cannot be extrapolated to the region with missing data. However, a model originating from ab-initio calculations, with an appropriate PEC for the X(1) 2 Σ + state and a correlated B(2) 2 Σ + state is expected to be a good representation of the complete data set, capable of predictive power for the X(1) 2 Σ + state, and easily refined in the future by inclusion of new data. 59 . In this case, Dattani and Le Roy were able to bridge a 5000 cm −1 gap in spectroscopy data, i.e. 70 % of the well depth, by performing direct potential fit of Morse/Long-Range (MLR) functions to a rovibrationally resolved high-precision spectrum 1 . The MLR function appears to be particularly suited to represent the RbSr ground state. Indeed, since the RbSr X (1) 2 Σ + state is a single isolated electronic state and RbSr is a heavy molecule, the MLR PEC can easily represent the longrange tail, Born-Oppenheimer breakdown effects are expected to be small [61] 1 , and damping functions are readily incorporated [64] . The B (2) 2 Σ + state, relevant for thermoluminescence spectroscopy, is experimentally probed only close to its bottom, far from other electronic states, so it can be explicitly included in the analysis. However, compared to the case of ref. 59 , the precision of our thermoluminescence data is significantly lower and lacks rotational resolution. As a consequence, for reasons different from the case of ref. 59 , the fit is non-trivial and a specific method must be devised.
The version of the MLR function used in this work is the same as in ref. 59 :
where D e is the well depth, r e is the equilibrium distance, u(r) is the function describing the long-range behaviour, y x (r) is an x-order effective radial variable and β (y p , y q ) is the exponent coefficient of the radial variable y p 2 . The functions d mi (r), explicitly included in eqn (6) , are Douketis-type [65] damping functions D s m (r) with s = −1 and adapted to RbSr by scaling of the radial variable via atomic ionization potentials [66] as explained in ref. 59 . The C mi coefficients in eqn (6) are the N u lowest order dispersion coefficients.
In order to represent the theoretical PECs by MLR functions we choose a family of these functions and values of their parameters based on the available theoretical calculations. The family of the MLR functions is defined by the choice of N u in eqn (6) , N β in eqn (8) and p, q. We use perturbation-theory results for C 6 , C 8 and C 10 available in the literature [52] and set N u = 3. This choice implies p > m last − m 1 = 4 and correspondingly 1 < q < p [59] , with a contribution to the asymptotic long-range tail of order r −m1−p = r −6−p . We resolve this indefiniteness, together with the one of N β , by fitting the MLR function to the three point-wise representations of ab-initio PECs in the region r ≥ 3.0 Å, using the unweighted χ 2 as figure of merit, with errors set to 1.0 cm −1 . In all fitted cases we obtain χ 2 min
1.0 with "well-behaved" PECs, i.e. with a single inflection point, already for N β = 5, and the best fits are obtained for low values of p, q. Hence, we eventually set N u = 3, N β = 5, p = 5 and q = 2, which we hold constant during later fits. Since our data on deeply-bound levels are not rotationally resolved and since weakly-bound levels, within our experimental precision, do not carry information on the equilibrium distance r e , we set r e equal to the equilibrium distances from the theoretical calculations and hold it fixed during fits. The remaining parameters D e and β i are fitted to the three point-wise representations of abinitio PECs. This provides us with the three desired MLR functions representing the PECs from the three theoretical calculations, which we later use as starting conditions for fitting our experimental data. Since harmonic and first anharmonic contributions are sufficient to represent the data, see Sec. IV C, only the parameters that strongly affect the lowest derivatives at r = r e need to be fitted to the thermoluminescence data. These are the coefficients β i with lowest i. In summary, in the following fitting procedure of all experimental data, we will treat β 0≤i≤2 , C 6 , C 8 and D e as the only fitting parameters, retaining in this way the theoretical shape of each PEC in the region where no data are available.
A well defined representation of the B(2) 2 Σ + state is needed to simulate the thermoluminescence spectrum. We adopt a point-wise representation determined both by our experiment and by theoretical calculations in the region of missing data. This is realized by initializing the PEC with the ab-initio predictions and adapting it to fitted Dunham coefficients via the Inverted Perturbation Approach [67] , see Sec. V C. The bottom part of the potential, determined by the experiment, and the upper part, determined by theory, are matched smoothly to provide a well depth referenced to that of the ground state. Within this representation the fitting parameters are the Dunham coefficients, which provide the link between the representations of the X (1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states.
C. Fit Method
We fit our model of the X(1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states to experimental data both from two-colour photoassociation and thermoluminescence/LIF spectroscopy. In particular, the fitted experimental quantities for two-colour PA are binding energies, while in the case of thermoluminescence/LIF they are band-head wavenumbers and, with lesser precision, the overall intensity profile. We recall that the fit parameters are those defining V MLR for the X (1) 2 Σ + state and the Dunham coefficients of the X (1) 2 Σ + − B(2) 2 Σ + system. While the weakly-bound spectrum and the band-head positions do not determine precisely the equilibrium distances, the intensity profile carries this information together with the overall potential shapes and can be used to adjust the equilibrium distance of the B (2) 2 Σ + state with respect to that of the X (1) 2 Σ + state. The initial values for the fit parameters in V MLR are defined in Sec. V B for each ab-initio model, while the initial values for the Dunham coefficients are those of Table V . The figure of merit used in the fit is χ 2 , see eqn (1) . In the following, we outline a single iteration step of our fit, which is applied to each ab-initio model, while a future work will provide a detailed explanation [49] .
We first generate the rovibrational levels of X(1) 2 Σ + , using the fitted Dunham coefficients, for the range v = 0 − 6 for N = 0, and fit them together with the experimental weakly-bound energy levels, via a direct potential fit of our model MLR PEC [49] . We derive the B (2) 2 Σ + state depth from the MLR D e parameter and the Dunham coefficients. We then construct the B(2) 2 Σ + PEC via the Inverted Pertubation Approach, using both the B (2) 2 Σ + energy levels, generated with Dunham coefficients in the range v = 0 − 8 for N = 0 − 44, and the B (2) 2 Σ + potential well depth. We simulate the thermoluminescence spectra using the resulting PECs, in order to check the agreement of the simulated band-head positions and intensity profiles with the experimental ones. Here the convergence of the fit algorithm is checked and, if met, the calculation is stopped. Otherwise, we optimize the equilibrium point of the B (2) 2 Σ + state to maximize the agreement between the simulated intensity profile and the experimental one. During this optimization, for each change of the equilibrium point, the B (2 
D. Results and discussion
The fit outlined above is performed separately starting with FCI-ECP+CPP, RCCSD(T) and MRCI ab-initio point-wise representations. In all cases we obtain good agreement between our best-fit model and the binding energies and band-head positions. However, while in the case of MRCI and FCI-ECP+CPP potential energy curves, the B (2) 2 Σ + state depth inferred after the first iteration is within 190 cm −1 of the ab-initio predictions, in the case of RCCSDS(T) the well depth is about 440 cm −1 away from the theoretical value. As a consequence, we observe that all ab-initio PECs give a sufficiently good representation of the RbSr ground state allowing for experimental fits, but only FCI-ECP+CPP and MRCI predictions are able to approximate the excited state well enough to permit its refinement by tuning its equilibrium distance. Best-fit parameters for the X(1) Table V . A comparison between the initial MLR functions, fitted to ab-initio data, and the final MLR functions, based on ab-initio PECs and fitted to experimental data, is shown in Fig. 11 .
Internuclear distance r (Å) The convergence of the three PECs towards a unique solution, as illustrated in Fig. 11 , and the good agreement with our experimental data corroborate our fit method. In particular, we observe that our data are sufficient to constrain strongly the depth of the ground state potential well to D e = 1152 +9 −16 cm −1 1 . The fitted PECs are consistent with the model-independent quantities derived in the previous sections up to residual model dependency. In particular, compared to those of Sec. III D 3, the dispersion coefficient C 6 and the semiclassical phase Φ 0 W KB are slightly bigger, which is mostly due to the inclusion of C 10 in the MLR model 2 , while the C 8 is consistent within our relatively low precision. The fit quality of weaklybound levels can still be assessed by the χ 2 and DOF = 8 used in Sec. III D 2, since it is insensitive to β i fitting parameters. We obtain 0.89, 0.53 and 0.99 for MRCI, FCI-ECP+CPP and RCCSD(T), respectively, which are all sufficiently good. We use the χ 2 , with DOF = 10 and error set to 0.16 cm −1 , of the distance between bandhead positions in experimental and simulated thermoluminescence spectra as a second benchmark of the fitted potential energy curves. We obtain 0.83, 0.5 and 1.78 for MRCI, FCI-ECP+CPP and RCCSD(T) respectively, which shows agreement within our experimental resolution.
In Table VI the experimental values of spectroscopic constants are compared with the theoretical ones. Also here the convergence of the described fitting procedure is remarkable. The final value of the vibrational constant ω e does not depend on the starting ab-initio PECs used in the fit for both X (1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + states. However, the agreement between the experimental and theoretical ω e values obtained is clearly the best for the FCI-ECP+CPP model. Similarly this model provides the best prediction of the potential well depths D e of the investigated states and of the number of bound levels in the ground state. The experimental data also allow to determine the difference between equilibrium distances of the X (1) 2 Σ + and B(2) 2 Σ + electronic states, ∆r e = r eB − r eX , and the values obtained are almost identical when starting from theoretical PECs calculated with the FCI-ECP+CPP (∆r e = −0.086Å) and MRCI (∆r e = −0.087Å) methods.
Finally, we check in two ways the quality of the final fitted potential for the X (1) 2 Σ + state. Firstly, we simulate the thermoluminescence spectrum by using the potential we obtained starting from the FCI-ECP+CPP potential, as it gives the best agreement between theoretical and experimental values of molecular constants. In Fig. 12 we show a comparison of this simulation with the experimental results. The agreement for the bandhead positions between the two spectra is almost perfect, and this allows the assignment of even more band heads. Secondly, we use the fitted X(1)
2 Σ + state potential to calculate the positions of Fano-Feshbach resonances, which are listed in 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have performed three different types of spectroscopy experiments in order to investigate the ground and second excited electronic states, both of 2 Σ + symmetry, of the alkali -alkaline-earth RbSr molecule. We have presented a novel procedure to connect data from two-colour photoassociation measurements, which provide information on energy levels of the X(1) 2 Σ + state near the dissociation threshold, and low-resolution data from thermoluminescence/LIF experiments, which allow to describe the bottom of both X(1) Intensity (a.u.) PECs. As the thermoluminescence spectra lack rotational resolution, the equilibrium distance between the Rb and Sr nuclei cannot be determined from our measurements and must be taken from theoretical calculations. Therefore we use three different sets of theoretical PECs, resulting from state-of-the-art ab-initio calculations, as starting points for the fit of potential energy curves to the experimental data. We obtain three potentials for the X(1) 2 Σ + state, but despite significant differences between the starting potentials, the three fitted ones converge to nearly the same shape. In the region of missing experimental data the shapes of the fitted PECs stay close to the initial theoretical potentials and this region awaits future spectroscopic investigation to be refined. Although in the case of the B(2) 2 Σ + state, the experimental data provide only information about deeplybound energy levels, our procedure is able to reject one of the three theories that diverges too much from the experimental results.
We have demonstrated that our data analysis method is a powerful tool to obtain potential energy curves of heavy molecules, where achieving rotational resolution is difficult and investigation of the mid-range spectrum challenging. This method may find a welcome use in the field of physical chemistry, since it shows, in the simple case of diatomic molecules, that several independent sources of information, both experimental and theoretical, can be synthesized successfully. The findings of our analysis may be of interest to physicists from various fields. Indeed, calculations performed with the fitted RbSr potentials demonstrate their power to predict the positions of unassigned band heads and the intensity distribution of the spectrum, but also the positions of Fano-Feshbach resonances, some of which were later confirmed experimentally [37] . As a next step, we plan to further refine the PECs derived in this work via new LIF experiments with rotational resolution, and to characterize the effects induced by hyperfine and spin-rotation couplings via additional two-color PA. We will also use the results of this work to determine an efficient STIRAP path for RbSr molecules towards the rovibronic ground state [35] . With such molecules available, one can run quantum simulations [4] [5] [6] [7] , perform fundamental tests of physics [11] [12] [13] , and study chemical reactions with full control over reactants at the quantum level [7, [14] [15] [16] [17] . Table VII . Fano-Feshbach resonances for RbSr isotopologues due to coupling between N = 0 molecular levels and N = 0 atomic scattering levels in the magnetic field region B < 3.0 kG. E b is the binding energy of the bound state, f Rb , m Rb f , F and mF are the quantum numbers defined in the main text identifying the open and closed channel, respectively. B is the resonant magnetic field, ∆µ is the differential magnetic moment, and ∆B is the width of the resonance calculated as the avoided crossing gap divided by ∆µ. The avoided crossing gap is calculated for the two-body problem by using first order perturbation theory and the ab-initio coupling matrix term induced by the variation of Rb hyperfine constant [50] . The two atoms are confined in a species-independent potential well with ω = 2π × 60 kHz isotropic trapping frequency, which is a typical value for sites of a three-dimensional optical lattice A rigorous analysis of the experimental data would require a Monte-Carlo trajectory simulation taking into account the initial atomic distributions, the subsequent excitation of the Rb cloud and the elastic-scattering cross sections, both inter-species and intra-species. However, we are here only interested in a confirmation of our ground-state potential model and for that we do not require precise values for the scattering lengths. Moreover we observe that, although during the thermalization the system is out of equilibrium, it might be close enough to equilibrium to apply a very simple collision model giving the cross-thermalization rate from equilibrium statistical physics [57] . This is suggested in our case by the very fast decrease in Rb temperature compared to the crossthermalization time. In order to clarify the analysis, we review the model here.
The temperature difference is expected to decrease exponentially to zero with an inter-species thermalization rate given by
where ∆T is the temperature difference between species 1 and 2 and dt = 1/Γ is the average collision time. The rate of inter-species collisions Γ is given by Γ = σ 12 ×v × n 1 (x) n 2 (x) dx 3 = = σ 12 ×v × N 1 N 2 ρ 1 (x) ρ 2 (x) dx 3 ,
where σ 12 = 4πa 2 12 is the inter-species cross section,v is the mean thermal relative velocity and n 1,2 (x), ρ 1,2 (x) are the atomic density distributions normalized to N 1,2 or 1, respectively. At thermal equilibrium with known trapping potential U 1,2 , temperatures T 1,2 , and atomic masses m 1,2 , we know all the quantities in the equation above except the inter-species scattering length. In particularv = (8k B /π) × ((T 1 /m 1 ) + (T 2 /m 2 )) and n 1,2 (x) ∝ exp −U1,2(x)/k B T1,2 . From basic kinematics the energy transfer from species 1 to species 2 is given by
where ξ accounts for the mass imbalance, and in our case ξ 1. From this we obtain d(∆T ) = ξ 3
Substituting eqn (12) into eqn (9), we get the final result
where the kinematic contribution to the rate is summarized in the effective flux Φ.
The value of 3 in the denominator of eqn (13) represents the average number of collisions for thermalization. Corrections to this number have been evaluated [58] , and it is shown to vary within the range 2.4 − 3.4, with 2.4 referring to fast thermalization compared to trap oscillation time and 3.4 to the opposite case.
B. Potential energy curves
In this part, we provide additional information about the fitted potentials. In Table VIII , we give the best fit parameters for the MLR PEC describing the X(1) 2 Σ + state. In Table IX and Table X we give the point-wise representations of the fitted PECs for the B(2) 2 Σ + state, fitted starting from the FCI-ECP+CPP and the MRCI methods, respectively 1 . Finally, in Fig. 13 we show a comparison of the potentials for the B(2) 2 Σ + state before and after our fit procedure. 
